LEADERSHIP INTERNATIONAL is an experiential leadership program ideal for the woman who wants to enrich her leadership and life through global travel-study experiences.

Reykjavik, Iceland  June 24-29, 2024

Participants are typically ...
- women looking for travel opportunities in the comfort of old and new friends
- seeking a casual learning environment
- eager to learn about communities abroad
- a global thinker
- a leader who has the ability to self-reflect and a desire to grow

Program Opportunities
- explore the unique and iconic landscape of Iceland
- meet with and exchange ideas with significant women leaders from other fields
- experience Iceland in a customized, finely organized fashion that fosters cultural immersion
- build and sustain meaningful relationships and lasting connections among the country’s people and travel mates

Time Commitment/Tuition
- Leadership International includes 6 days and 5 nights of hotel at the cost of $4,570 per person (double occupancy) or $5,540 per person (single) - price does not include airfare, but does include hotel, most meals, tour excursions and ground transportation
- additional nights of hotel are available for those that want to extend their time

Register Today!
https://leadership-women.org/page/international